5 Simple Actions for Product
Managers to move towards

PRODUCT MASTERY
based on findings from the

Every organization faces challenges launching products their
customers will love, and YOU are at the center of it.
The actions that follow will help you become a strategic product
manager, getting in front of the challenges and leading.

Introduction
Product groups are pressured to consistently create greater revenue for their
organization. As a result, projects are high-stakes and producing consistent results
is the expectation the C-suite has for product leaders.
The RPM Experience equips you to consistently launch products customers
love. We’ve run The Rapid Product Mastery (RPM) Experience for teams at
organizations big and small, including Motorola, Panasonic, Colgate-Palmolive,
EnerSys, HAAS, SanpAV and others. Participants are challenged with an effective
cycle of individual work and group application to real projects.
As the participants make progress, our expert facilitators are taking notes.
At the end of the experience we transform those notes into a customized Next Steps
report. It highlights specific recommendations to:
•

improve performance

•

generate higher revenue

•

create more value for customers.
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Now, I’m sharing the recommendations from these experiences
with individual product managers to help you excel as well.
Below are the 5 recommendations we most frequently encounter. These are
generalized while actual Next Steps reports are specific to what is discovered during
an RPM Experience for an organization. Regardless, these recommendations can
put you and your product teams on the right track to producing better products
and accelerating towards product mastery.
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#1

LEAD WITH THE PROBLEM,
NOT THE SOLUTION

Begin creating a customer focus and shifting culture by reframing how you do your
work. Encourage your colleagues to do the same.
What do you need to do? Simply lead with the problem you solve.
The more you lead with the problem you solve, not the activity you do, the better.
For example, a software engineer is working on a machine learning system to
suggest supplements based on a person’s blood test. She describes her work as
advanced AI programming. This is her activity.
Instead, she can reframe the work she does in terms of the problem solved...

“

When people improve their health, they live fuller lives
and reduce strain on our medical system. I help make that
possible by creating an AI system that tailors medical
recommendations based on blood analysis.

See how the customer problem becomes the lead. Everyone involved with
product work (and ideally, all employees in the organization), should describe
their work first in terms of the problem they solve. This will shift the culture to
be more customer-focused and innovation friendly.
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#2

START WITH STRATEGY

Frequently share organizational strategic objectives and the strategy they support.
Is this easy? Not in most organizations. We find that few people, if anyone, in
product work have a clear understanding of the organizational strategy and can
share it with others.
Review what you can find, including the organization’s mission, vision, values,
strategy, and strategic objectives. When you need more details, ask a senior leader
such as your Product VP or CPO, to review what you found and help with the
questions you have.

Try starting meetings with a review of the current strategic

objectives for the year or quarter. Then ask for examples of how
product decisions support strategic objectives.

Do this frequently at product-related meetings. Although it will feel repetitive,
team members need to repeatedly hear the organization’s strategy to understand
how their work impacts the overall organization.
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#3

ENGAGE CUSTOMERS

Gain product insights first-hand from customers.
It is common for an RPM Experience participant to provide an example of an
observation or discussion with a customer that led to understanding an unmet
need or an insight for improving a product or creating a new product.
But many organizations don’t create pathways for product professionals to engage
with the customers they are creating products for.

Find ways to frequently have such interactions with customers.
Encourage others to do the same and meet regularly to share
your findings and insights.

A few simple approaches include:

1.

schedule phone calls or web meetings with customers each week,

2.

create a customer advisor panel that meets virtually each quarter,

3.

for B2C, go where customers buy your product and engage them in discussion,

4.

arrange for customer-site visits periodically to see customers in their 			
environment with your product.
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#4

SHARE HIGH VALUE RESOURCES

Your organization likely has untapped knowledge.
Resources with insights about customers, technology trends, industry changes
and more already exist in the organization but are not being used or shared with
product teams.
Often, we identify specific resources during an RPM Experience that product
managers were not aware of.
For example,

1.

field reports that are created after Sales or Professional Services meet
with customers;

2.

market insight research reports created by a Marketing or Strategy group; or

3.

purchased industry reports.

Create a process for identifying the existence of these
valuable resources and providing it to product managers.
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#5

CLARIFY THE CUSTOMER

Companies need to stop talking about their customer and begin clearly
identifying the relevant customer role.
B2B companies typically have a more complicated sales process with many roles
in the buying process. Even with a simpler sales process, “customer” can easily be
misunderstood.
As an example, in one RPM Experience, we discovered one senior participant was
using customer to refer to their distributors while another senior participant was
using customer to refer to architects for custom homes. Further, the end user of
the product was another role. Once the customer was clarified, decisions became
much easier and with less risk.
In another instance, the product was a marketplace with consumers and providers.
Think Uber with riders and drivers. One product group focused on consumers
while another focused on providers, with each group seeking to create value for
their “customer.” Misunderstandings and mistakes were made when talking about
customers.

Create a common language around customers and their roles
to ensure all team members are having the same conversation.
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+

MORE RECOMMENDATIONS

Our Next Steps reports include easier
to implement actions like those above.
Indeed, you can make strides to accelerate
your career by implementing those today.
You want even more? You got it.
The Next Steps report also includes
additional recommendations, that while
being more challenging to implement,
contribute to massive growth.
I share these recommendations with
much less detail because the specifics are
impacted by the organization. Groups who
undergo The RPM Experience are prepared
and ready to take action in these areas.
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These recommendations require Product Management knowledge for
background and context. If they are unfamiliar to you or your organization
it may be time to invest in some training.

1. PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Create a top-down portfolio approach with strategic buckets to guide
project selection.
2. PROJECT SELECTION
Define and communicate clear criteria for evaluating and selecting
product projects.
3. DO MORE WITH LESS
Take on fewer, more important projects. Too many projects delay
revenue and burn out employees.
4. MANAGE THE PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
The right projects in each stage of the product lifecycle results in overall
greater value. Create a product lifecycle bubble chart to analyze the
current mix and share the analysis with the product group.
5. MAXIMIZE THE BENEFIT OF A PRODUCT PROCESS
Clarify the dominant process for developing products. Teach it to
everyone. Expect it to be used. Help people understand the “why”
behind the steps so the process can be smartly modified when
necessary.
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BONUS:

EARN PROFESSIONAL
CERTIFICATION
When I earned the New Product Development Professional (NPDP) certification
from Product Development & Management Association (PDMA), I had to learn the
PDMA body of knowledge (BoK).
If you don’t already know, PDMA is the most established and reputable international
association for product managers. Even though I had been working in product for
10 years, the BoK helped me make connections between my experiences and filled
in gaps in my knowledge. It provided me many “ah-ha” moments, making me a
more confident and self-assured product manager.
Earning the certification is a valuable distinction for your resume or CV and the
knowledge you gain preparing for the professional recognition will make you a
more effective product manager. The good news? The RPM Experience equips you
to pass the PDMA certification exam.
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Your Next Step
Teams who go through the RPM Experience are equipped to work through
each of the steps presented in this report, but now, for the first time, the RPM
Experience training is available for individual product managers that want to
make their move towards product mastery.
Also, the training prepares you for internationally recognized professional
certification. Awesome!

If you are ready to become a strategic
product manager and accelerate your career

Click Here to Learn More
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